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Question No : 1 

What is the protocol stack shown in the exhibit?  

 

A. FCoE  

 

B. SCSI  

 

C. InfiniBand  

 

D. Fibre Channel  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

You have been asked to create a LUN on a storage array that is comprised of 7,200 rpm SATA drives. 

Each drive is rated at 100 IOPS. The LUN should provide a minimum of 1100 IOPS and withstand 

multiple drive failures using the least number of drives.  

How many drives and which RAID level should you use to create this LUN?  

 

A. 11 drives and RAID 0  

 

B. 12 drives and RAID 5  

 

C. 13 drives and RAID 6  

 

D. 22 drives and RAID 1  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

Only one of many servers has poor performance within an enterprise SAN. The server administrator has 

found high disk timeout values without a decrease in throughput. The server has multiple paths to the 

storage system but only one path is active at this time.  
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What should the storage administrator monitor to assist with troubleshooting?  

 

A. Number of errors on the active storage port  

 

B. IOPS on the active storage port  

 

C. MBps on the active storage port  

 

D. Buffer-to-buffer utilization by the active storage port  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

You have a file system which allows data and metadata segregation.  

How should you accelerate read I/O on the file system while keeping costs low?  

 

A. Assign the fastest storage to the data portion of the file system.  

 

B. Assign the fastest storage to the metadata portion of the file system.  

 

C. Assign fast storage to the data and the metadata portions of the file system.  

 

D. Keep the file system very small.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Which standard would be used to increase interoperability between solutions of different cloud storage 

providers?  

 

A. SES  

 

B. CDMI  

 

C. CWDM  

 

D. DWDM  

 

Answer: B  
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Question No : 6 

The enterprise storage system has the "call home" feature enabled and configured. However, the storage 

administrator has been told that "call home" is not working.  

Which two actions should you perform? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Verify SMTP settings.  

 

B. Verify SNMP thresholds.  

 

C. Verify firewall rules.  

 

D. Verify the SMI-S configuration.  

 

E. Verify VSAN configuration.  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

You have a new storage array with the following drive types:  

1. SAS (6 Gbps)  

2. SSD  

3. SATA (6 Gbps)  

4. FC(4Gbps)  

You need to decide which drive type to use based on speed, cost, and drive availability for your Tier 1 

storage.  

Which type of drive would you choose?  

 

A. SSD  

 

B. SAS  

 

C. SATA  

 

D. FC  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 8  

You have been asked to secure your FC switches in the data center.Unsecure protocols have already 

been disabled but you also need to restrict access to the switches only from specific IP addresses located 

on the production network. What should be used?  
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A. Roles  

 

B. VSAN  

 

C. ACL  

 

D. Zone  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9  

After the storage administrator merged two multi-vendor FC SANs, an error indicates that two ports have 

become isolated causing a segmentation to exist in the fabric.  

Which two events would cause this? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Overlapping zones  

 

B. Different port names  

 

C. Unsupported routing protocols  

 

D. Different link speeds  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 10  

A data center has an existing three tiered storage solution consisting of enterprise, nearline, and tape. 

Each storage tier has available expansion capacity. A new mission-critical application is being developed 

that will require 4TBs of extremely low latency enterprise storage. The new application will be hosted on 

clustered servers. Cost is not a factor.  

Which solution will meet the requirements?  

 

A. Add sufficient SSDs to an existing nearline storage system.  

 

B. Add sufficient SSDs to an existing enterprise storage platform.  

 

C. Add sufficient SAS drives to an existing enterprise storage platform.  

 

D. Add sufficient SAS drives to an existing nearline storage system.  

 

Answer: B  
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Question No : 11  

Which two cloud deployment models address data privacy issues? (Choose two.)  

 

A. Community  

 

B. Public  

 

C. Private  

 

D. Hybrid  

 

E. Campus  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 12  

A security audit reveals deficiencies in your company's FC zoning practices. Your manager asks you to 

make a recommendation to implement the most secure FC zoning possible. Your company is using 

switches from a single vendor.  

What do you recommend?  

 

A. All zones should use frame-based hardware enforcement using pWWN identification exclusively for all 

configurations.  

 

B. All zones should use software-based enforcement using pWWN identification exclusively for all 

configurations.  

 

C. All zones should use frame-based hardware enforcement using destination port identification 

exclusively for all configurations.  

 

D. All zones should use software-based enforcement using destination port identification exclusively for 

all configurations.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 13  

You have been hired to consult with storage administrators that are working with zoning and naming 

convention consistency issues. There are numerous types of zoning methods available using standards 

that also include aliasing. You want to use a method that guarantees unique global port identification. 

What accomplishes this goal?  

 




